ONLINE SAFETY

Practical parenting
in the digital age

Derek Crabtree – London Borough of Merton derek.crabtree@merton.gov.uk

THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME
65% of children will end up at jobs that haven’t been invented yet
Alternative Currency Bankers
3D Printing Engineers

Waste Data Managers
Urban Agriculturalist
Nano-Medics / Robotic engineers
Anaerobic digester architect
Drone Dispatchers / Pilots
YouTuber
Certified Ethical Hacker

Samsung’s
Family Hub
2.0,
has internal
cameras, voice
control and an
interface to the
MasterCard
Groceries app
for easy
ordering. It
knows what
people are
eating more
surely than any
supermarket.

Cameras – Geo tagging

THE INTERNET OF THINGS

Wearables – Fit Bit
DVD/Blu Ray Player (Netflix)

Televisions SMART

Computer
Tablets
Laptops
Smart Phones

Games Consoles

Burglar Alarm
Car
Heating System

Hand held
games consoles

Printers

Fridge

Toys – Hello Barbie
Baby Monitors
SMART Meds

IOT - THE INTERNET OF THINGS

WHAT IS THE INTERNET?

OMNES CIVES GOOGLANI SUMUS. EMILY TAYLOR
Google has colonised more countries than the roman empire – without firing a single
shot

Google and Facebook have conquered the world
through “the business model of free” or “surveillance
capitalism”, a big data world in which we’re the
products.

Governments have stepped back because it suits them to
allow the companies of silicon valley to become the law
enforcers.

THE BUSINESS MODEL OF FREE

I AGREE

WHAT ARE YOU AGREEING TO?
When we click “I agree,” we hand over the right to

Facebook “likes” alone can reveal an individual’s gender, age, race, sexuality, political, and
religious views.

Target correctly inferred that a teenage girl was pregnant based on big data profiling—as her
father found out when he phoned to complain that she’d been sent coupons for baby products.

THE WORLD’S MOST VALUABLE RESOURCE IS NO
LONGER OIL, BUT DATA
A NEW commodity spawns a lucrative, fastgrowing industry, prompting antitrust
regulators to step in to restrain those who
control its flow.
A century ago, the resource in question was
oil. Now similar concerns are being raised
by the giants that deal in data, the oil of
the digital era.
Amazon captures half of all dollars spent
What has changed?
online in America. Google and Facebook
accounted for almost all the revenue growth Smartphones and the internet have made data abundant,
in digital advertising in America last year.
ubiquitous and far more valuable. Whether you are going
for a run, watching TV or even just sitting in traffic,
virtually every activity creates a digital trace—more raw
material for the data distilleries

NEW TYPES OF PERSONAL DATA
big data is becoming the norm for many organisations, using it to profile people and
inform their decision-making processes, whether that’s to determine your car insurance
premium or to accept/reject your job application;
artificial intelligence (AI) is stepping out of the world of science-fiction and into real
life, providing the ‘thinking’ power behind virtual personal assistants and smart cars;
and other devices.
machine learning algorithms are discovering patterns in data that traditional data
analysis couldn’t hope to find, helping to detect fraud and diagnose diseases.

CHANGED TIMES
Children growing
up now have never
known a time
without the internet.
Children aged five to 16 spend an average of
six and a half hours a day in front of a screen
compared with around three hours in 1995,
according to Childwise.

1. Children and young people make up one-third of internet users

2. They see little distinction between offline and online.
3. They test relationships, experiment and push boundaries, constantly asking
themselves questions about the person they want to be
4.the internet is vital for satisfying this curiosity
5. They should be encouraged to learn, explore and interact with one another
online, but the content they can access, and the online space that they are
navigating, must be age-appropriate and safe.

GROWING UP DIGITAL
January 2017

The report, which the Government said it would now look at “carefully”, calls for:

• an end to “impenetrable terms and conditions” that “give social
media giants control over children’s data without any
accountability”.
• a digital ombudsman to help children to remove content about
themselves and force firms to be more transparent

• a compulsory digital citizenship programme in every school from
ages 4-14

DIGITAL STRATEGY 01/03/2017
Government launches major new drive on internet safety.
27/02/2017

o UK to be safest place in the world for young people to go online
o Parents now more concerned about their children sexting than drinking or smoking

Ministers have begun work on a new Internet Safety Strategy
aimed at making Britain the safest country in the world for
children and young people to be online.
The focus will be on preventing children and young people from harm online and
making the internet a safer place.

GOVERNMENT INTERVENTION

GREEN PAPER
o The introduction of a social media code of practice, transparency reporting
and a social media levy
o Technological solutions to online harms, including an effort to build safetyby-design into services used by children

o Developing children’s digital literacy in schools and greater support for
parents and carers
o Addressing adults’ experience of online abuse and problems linked to
young people’s use of online dating apps.

WHAT
DO
CHILDREN
FIND
POSITIVE
/
WHAT DO CHILDREN VALUE ?
NEGATIVE?
o fun
o interaction with strangers
o communication o violence and hatred
o self-expression o sexual content
o autonomy
o bullying
in 66% of reviews of platforms with an age restriction of 13 or older, young people
reported that they had used the site before the age of 13.

T.E.A.M.
Recommendations for parents and carers include using the TEAM framework:

o Talk frequently to children about staying safe online
o Explore the online world together as a family
o Agree on family rules about what is and isn't OK
online
o Manage privacy settings and controls on the sites,
apps and games the family uses.

THE RISKS
content: being exposed to illegal, inappropriate or
harmful material;

contact: being subjected to harmful online interaction
with other users; and
conduct: personal online behaviour that increases the
likelihood of, or causes, harm.

FOR YOUNGER CHILDREN

FOR OLDER CHILDREN

SCREEN TIME
The term “screen time” is
problematic to begin with.
A screen can refer to an
iPad used to Skype their
grandparents,

or a computer
for their
homework

a Kindle for
reading poetry

a television for playing video games,

Most screens are now multifunctional, so unless we specify the
content, context and connections involved in particular screen time
activities, any discussion will be muddled.

SCREEN TIME
Parents could consider whether children are:
o Eating and sleeping enough

There’s a tendency to portray time spent away from
o Connecting socially with friends and family – through technology or otherwise
screens
as
idyllic,
and
time
spent
in
front
of
them
as
o Engaged and achieving in school
to panic
osomething
Enjoying and pursuing
hobbies about.
and interests – through technology or beyond
o Physically healthy

o Having fun and learning in their use of digital media?
If the answer to these questions is more or less ‘yes’, then perhaps the problem of
‘screen time’ is less dramatic than many parents have been led to believe.

TRISTAN HARRIS THINKS BIG TECH IS
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF US ALL
“It’s autoplays
so invisiblemore
whatvideos
we’re to
doing
he
o YouTube
keeptousourselves,”
from leaving.
says. shows
“It’s like
a public
health
o Instagram
new
likes one
at acrisis.
time,It’s
to like
keep us checking
cigarettes, except because we’re given so many
for more.
benefits,
people
can’t
actuallykeeps
see and
admit the
o Facebook
wants
to show
whatever
us scrolling.
erosion
of conversations
human thoughtinto
that’s
occurring
at the
o Snapchat
turns
streaks
we don't
want to
lose. same time.”
o Our media turns events into breaking news to keep us
watching.

WWW.TIMEWELLSPENT.IO

USING SCREEN MEDIA WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
Research shows that children’s learning from media can be greatly enhanced when
parents and other adults join in and make it a shared experience. The following tips
offer a range of ways you can use screen media to make it an interactive, more
enriching learning experience.
o Watch Together
o Play Screen-Based Games Together

o Make the Connection Between the Screen and the Real World

ACTIVITY CHECKLIST
 Interactive:
The child should be required to do something, otherwise they may just as well be watching TV;
interaction means they will be engaged in what they are doing and learning from it.

 Complementary:
A link to current school subjects, hobby or a day’s activity. Repetition and variation will support
learning.

 Variety:
Learning happens every day in a variety of ways, both direct and indirect. Children benefit from
variety and making choices. Interactive screens are part of the variety.

 Moderation:
Don’t let it be the only way they learn. Too much of any single thing can be detrimental. Keep mixing
it up.

 Age-appropriate:
Just as we consider the appropriateness of the films our children watch, the same consideration
needs to be given to the content they consume on a tablet.

IF YOUR CHILD IS PLAYING MORE THAN YOU THINK IS
GOOD FOR THEM:
1.

Set specified times for them to play. Rather than cutting them off mid-game when that
time has elapsed (this would leave them with a genuine grievance if they are mid-match on
FIFA, for example!) give them a countdown to turning off the console so they can finish
what they are doing. Offer them a 10 minute warning, then a five minute warning before
they have to finish.

2.

Do a deal that you will let them play once they have completed specific tasks, eg: cleaning
their room, clearing the table, going outside and playing football, doing their homework
etc. Then set a curfew for when they must finish.

3.

Persuade them to remove all devices from their bedrooms overnight, including phones
and tablets, so they can’t play for hours on end without you knowing.

4.

Encourage them to find other interests, outside gaming, with you, with friends, or on their
own.

5.

Lead by example. When your children are having screen-free time, put your devices down
too.

NEVER TALK TO STRANGERS
It would be more helpful if we were to look at ways in which we
can help young people recognise when grooming takes place and
how to identify strategies to stay safe.
“Never talk to strangers” isn’t helpful advice – each of us speaks with
strangers every day.

We need to provide our young people with the skills and strategies
to stay safe while engaging with strangers, who may be, or
appear to be, online friends.

DIGITAL RESILIENCE: A PARENT'S GUIDE

WHAT’S SO IMPORTANT ABOUT DIGITAL
RESILIENCE?
Digital resilience involves having the ability to understand when you
are at risk online, knowing what to do if anything goes wrong,
learning from your experiences of being online, and being able to
recover from any difficulties or upsets.
The reality is, if you attempt to make parental controls your first
line of defence, your child will do what children are programmed
to do – they’ll attempt to find a way around them and could end
up in much less safe parts of the net, such as the murkier parts of
the dark web.

More importantly, you won’t be helping them to
develop digital resilience.

6 WAYS TO PROMOTE DIGITAL RESILIENCE AT HOME
1.

Employ the same parenting skills you use offline to keep them safe, such as negotiating boundaries, talking about
the difficult subjects we’d all rather avoid, helping your child to recognise what’s good and bad behaviour.

2.

Set fair and consistent rules in relation to your child’s internet use at home. As they get older, try to agree the rules
with them so that they have some control over their digital world.

3.

Teach your child to think critically about what they read, see or hear online.

4.

Helping your child to understand that and to pause and think about the impact of things that are posted online,
will help them cope with some of the difficult behaviour they will come across and avoid getting caught up in it.
Empathy

5.

Maintain a positive outlook on your child’s use of the internet.
Whatever you think to the stuff they watch or the hours they spend on Musical.ly or the PS4, if you constantly
criticise the apps and games they love, they’re not going to want to talk to you about their online life.

6.

Children who can recover from an online mistake can learn and avoid making the same mistake again. You can help
by making it easy for them to talk to you about their mishaps making sure they know where to go for help if they
need it, and recognising if they’re not recovering well so you can step in and get help for them.

7.

Allow your child to explore and take charge of their online life.
Having some control over any given situation is an important part of resilience – and it’s a really important part of
digital resilience. It’s essential in helping them understand and develop their own sense of what’s right and wrong
online.

RISK VS HARM
Risk - the possibility that something negative or
dangerous will happen
Harm - refers to actual damage or trauma
There are certainly risks associated with internet use, but
for the majority of young people, these risks will never
lead to harm.

WHAT KIND OF PARENT WILL YOU BE?
Enablers “They’ve given in to their kids’ expertise and allow them to set the

family’s tech agenda.” (Teenagers parents)

Digital limiters, “Heeding widespread concerns about the impact of

technology use on children’s attention spans and interpersonal relationships, limiters
take every opportunity to switch off screens.”

Digital mentors take an active role in guiding their kids onto the Internet.

“Mentors, in fact, may be the parents who are most successful in preparing their kids
for a world filled with screens, working actively to shape their kids’ online skills and
experiences.”
ALEXANDRA SAMUEL

ONLINE PARENTING
“Children of limiters are most likely to engage in problematic behaviour:

twice as likely as the children of mentors to access porn, or to post rude or hostile
comments online;
three times as likely to go online and impersonate a classmate, peer, or adult.”

“Shielding kids from the Internet may work for a time, but once
they do get online, limiters’ kids often lack the skills and habits
that make for consistent, safe, and successful online
interactions.”
ALEXANDRA SAMUEL

THE REAL WORLD
Too often adults will make a distinction between the ‘real’ and ‘online’ world.

Understand that the online world is the real
world. - Social media is about people.
The challenges our children face online
are about people and relationships, not
buttons and technology.

CHILDREN'S DATA - SHARENTING
For many children online life begins before birth, when their excited parents-to-be
post ultrasound images on social media.
The average parent will share their child’s image online nearly 1500 times before
their fifth birthday.

Once information about your children is on the internet it can be difficult for them to
control it and so we need to be considerate when we share things on their behalf.
Respecting this right to a private life now, and in the future, and involving them in
decisions about what to post online once they are old enough, is not only good
manners, it could also help them learn the importance of thinking before they share
things on social media themselves.

DATA TO GO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sq-0tjv4_BA

Updates – always update, devices and apps
Anti-Virus – keep up to date
Anti-Malware – Keep up to date
Get Savvy – Educate yourself and don’t fall prey
Backup your data – make use of cloud services
Unplug USB drives when not in use

PROTECTING YOUR PHONE
o Get software that allows you to lock, locate, and wipe your device

o Always use a PIN or password to lock phone
o Only download apps from trusted stores
o Back up data
o Keep OS and apps updated
o Log out of sites after you make a payment

o Turn off Wi-Fi and Bluetooth when not in use
o Avoid giving out personal information

PUPIL PREMIUM ELIGIBILITY
The ‘Pupil Premium / Free School Meals Service’ www.fsm.lgfl.net is a web site where parents can
quickly and easily check eligibility for free school meals and, if eligible, also gain welcome
additional funding for their child’s school, known as ‘Pupil Premium’. If eligible, you are not obliged
to accept the free school meals for your child if you wish to make other arrangements, but we do
want to encourage applications as the additional funding gained would still benefit education
provision at the school.
By way of a ‘thank you’ to parents for taking part, and regardless of individual outcomes, The
London Grid for Learning (LGfL) would like to provide parents of children attending LGfL-connected
schools with Sophos Anti-Virus software, free of charge, to protect the computers used by pupils at
home.
To gain access to this software there is a short registration process which will also give you access to
other LGfL services and benefits that are available to your child’s school. Please be assured there
is no catch, no cost and no advertising. LGfL (a UK education charity set up in 2001 and owned by
London’s 33 local authorities) exists to support education and is leading this initiative to make it
easier for parents to apply for free school meals and to encourage the drawdown of unclaimed
Pupil Premium.

Please visit www.fsm.lgfl.net enter the necessary details and support this
worthwhile initiative.

THE DARK NET

CRITICAL THINKING
What's real? What's fake? What's satire?
Here are a few basic questions to consider whenever you and your kids encounter a
piece of media:
o Who made this?

o Who is the target audience?
o Who paid for this? Or, who gets paid if you click on this?
o Who might benefit or be harmed by this message?
o What is left out of this message that might be important?
o Is this credible (and what makes you think that)?

FAKE NEWS
Drop bear
Australian Geographic
ran an article on its
website on 1 April 2013
(April Fools' Day)
purporting that
researchers had found
that drop bears were
more likely to attack
tourists than people with
Australian accents

REAL OR FAKE PHOTO
Play this game with your kids :http://www.fakeaphoto.com/real-or-fake-photogame/
Newsround Video “How do you spot fake news?”

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTACT
“Before the internet, someone with a sexual interest in
children had to take lots of risks,”
“They needed to loiter near schools, go to the beach or
park.
“Now, they can browse huge amounts of content from the
privacy of their own homes, and no one knows they have
done it.”
Karl Hopwood, UK Council for Child Internet Safety.

THE CASE OF JOEL
Joel was one of two victims of Adam Isaac, who used Minecraft to lure his victim
onto other platforms – including Skype and Snapchat – to groom them.
Joel's Dad, Lee, revealed how Isaac had built up a strong friendship with his son Joel
(also not his real name), won his trust and sent him money through PayPal before
turning the conversation towards pornography.
Joel was part of a ‘faction’ on Minecraft - a group that plays together
online in order to protect their bases and raid others.

Players are able to have limited communication in the game, so in order to
plan secret ‘attacks’ on other factions they move onto other chat services like
Skype.

THE CASE OF JOEL

“We never let him have a camera so
everything was done by audio. We always
knew who he was talking to, we would talk
to them as well because we’d come in his
room to check. It would be some kid from
Australia or somewhere and they’d ask how
your dad is and so on.” Joel’s Dad (Lee)

Lee noticed a change when Joel started
using headphones when on Skype

THE CASE OF JOEL
As Isaac conducted much
of the abuse over video,
there was little trace of
the exchanges.

“He
started to talk
if he was
“Fortunately
Joelasnever
mettrying
him into
build
a relationship
withmade
Joel. He
saying
person.
But Isaac
himwas
watch
thingson
likecamera,
‘you’re sohe
good
at Minecraft,
things
would
send Joel
you’re my best friend on here’. He was just
pictures
of himself. He sent him links to
really trying to build him up, really laying it
pornography,
on. Joel thought saying
he had a‘watch
really this’.”
good
friend.”
Joel’s Dad (Lee)
“And 12-year-olds
are curious.”

Lee managed to identify Isaac via the payments the groomer made to Joel
over PayPal, as in one payment there was reference to his name and address.

He went straight to the police.

THE CASE OF JOEL
Adam Isaac, 22, of Merthyr Tydfil , appeared at Merthyr Tydfil Crown
Court on Friday to enter his pleas.
Isaac admitted
o two counts of causing or inciting child prostitution or pornography,
o one count of engaging in sexual activity in the presence of a child, and
o causing or inciting a child to engage in sexual activity
o three counts of causing or inciting child prostitution or pornography
o Isaac also pleaded guilty to possessing indecent images of children.

"This case serves as another
THE
CASE
OF
JOEL
reminder to anyone who has
“We felt we couldn’t trust our son. The fact that Joel had lost what he felt was a
caring
responsibilities
for
children
really
good friend
was really hard for him to deal with.
It’s devastated
us. It’s
affected his school and family life.
“I
don’tbe
know ifalert
in 10 years my
sononline
will be able to safety
have a relationship. The hardest
to
to
thing is not knowing. We don’t know what circles Isaac was part of, we don’t know
how far Joel’s abuse has gone or where it’s been seen.”
matters so that wherever
possible, children are prevented
from
coming
into
harm's
way.”
Steam and Snapchat were also used in the abuse

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents

TIPS AND ADVICE FOR PARENTS AND CARERS
1. Be engaged
Talk regularly with your children about
how they use technology, and find out
what their digital life is like.
Perhaps you can start off by discussing
your favourite emojis?

2. Be aware
Explore the online features of the devices
you already own and the devices you
might buy for your child.

3. Be there
The most important thing is to ensure that you are there if
something goes wrong. Your child might be very
embarrassed to discuss the issues- reassure them that they
can turn to you no matter what.
You are always there to help your children but make sure
you know how to get support too by visiting the ‘Need
Help?’ page.

4. Be thoughtful
Not everything or everyone online is trustworthy.

Knowing how to activate and use parental
controls can help protect your child.

Encourage your children to think critically about the
things they see

For advice and guides Parents' Guide to
Technology.

Need some help starting a conversation? conversation
starters for ways of striking up a conversation with
your child about what they see online.

:
A PARENT’S GUIDE

SINGLE PLAYER VS MULTIPLAYER
Single player

Multiplayer

Safest mode.

Server-based version that lets multiple users play
together in a single world.

Users play by themselves and can’t use the chat
function to communicate with anyone else.

Players can communicate using the chat function –
press T and then Enter to display the chat to others.

Might be more appropriate for very young
children.

Has some risks but can still be used safely.

STAYING SAFE ON MINECRAFT
Turn off chat
Find a child-friendly server
Set time limits
Talk to them

You could also ask them to show you their Minecraft world.
As with any online activity, there are some safety concerns to keep in mind.
• Set the account up through your own email address and know their passwords – at primary age,
this is not an unreasonable thing to ask.
• Discuss which settings you are going to apply prior to their joining the site – will you allow
multiplayer, for instance?
• Speak to your child about unwanted contact and what to do if someone is being nasty or
inappropriate to them in the game. Ask that they come to you if anything goes wrong, so you can
make it stop.

MINECRAFT

FAMILY
AGREEMENT
http://www.childnet.com/blog/free-internetsafety-leaflets-for-parents2016?utm_content=buffer74678&utm_medium=soc
ial&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer

Put your internet rules in writing!

https://thesmarttalk.org/#/

The Smart Talk gets parents and kids together for a conversation about being
responsible with new technology.

PUTTING THE FAMILY AGREEMENT INTO PRACTICE
A family agreement is a great way to start a conversation with your whole family
about how you all use the internet and discuss together how to behave in a positive
way when online at home, at school or at a friend’s house.
Make sure that both adults and young people are open to
changing their online behaviour as a result of your agreement.
Make sure your agreement works for your whole family and
everyone is happy with it.
Review your agreement in the future to make sure it reflects the
current needs and ages of your family.
Consider your tone - Are you focusing on negative behaviour or
promoting positive behaviour?

GAMING APPS

The game was the top grossing app on
both the App Store and Google Play,
with an estimated revenue of over
£1million (1.5million dollars) per day.

Gabriel is 11 and plays with his parents’
permission. He says: ‘I like how it’s almost never
ending and I can play with my friends on it.
‘I’m in one clan with friends from school. I don’t
really chat on it because I don’t want other
people seeing my info so we talk on Skype or
ooVoo when we’re playing. The bad thing is
that it takes a long time to progress and you
have to wait a day for some things, which is
annoying.
• no age verification
• no reporting facilities within Clan chat
If your child is going to use the multi-player option of the game
unsupervised, be aware that they may come across adults and
bad language - occasionally even both at the same time.

‘It’s OK for little kids like my cousin (6), to play
under supervision and their new game, Clash
Royale, is good, maybe even better!’

IN APP PURCHASES
George Holmer of Nottinghamshire was appalled to find his 11-yearold son had
forked out £3,500 to buy “gold” in a game called Arcane Empires, a “free” app.
Doug Crossan from Bristol discovered that his 13-year-old son had spent £3,700 on
300 purchases made in games such as Hungry Shark and Gun Builder (both “free”
games) and Plants v Zombies (69 pence to download). Mr Crossan is a police officer.
He reported his son to the police, in effect for fraud.

Mr Crossan said: “I am a father of a studious,
polite and sensible 13-year-old who has been
duped after uploading free children’s games on
his iPod and iPad.”

Commonsense media

NSPCC Netaware – Reviews of apps and games
http://www.net-aware.org.uk/networks/?order=-popularity
In association with

SAFE APPS
https://www.hopster.tv/

It's important that schools have a shared definition of bullying

PRACTICAL STEPS
 Find out what exactly has been happening.
 Keep a record of all incidents and when they occurred.
 Take screenshots of any messages before deleting them.
 Block and report anyone who’s been bullying your child online.
 Change any passwords that might have been compromised by online bullying and check
privacy settings.
 Don’t confiscate your child’s device or stop them spending time online.
 Make a plan for where your child can go to escape bullying at school.
 Make sure your child’s school is aware – even if it’s been happening outside school.

SEXTING

A boy who sent a naked photograph of himself
to a girl at school has had the crime of making
and distributing indecent images recorded
against him by police

"The report of crime has
been filed with the three
children involved named
and given an outcome of
not in the public interest to
prosecute.“ BBC 2015
National Police Chief Council's lead on children
and young people, said if a school chose to take
an incident to the police, then officers must record
the crime.

REPORTING UNWANTED CONTENT
If your child has been inappropriately contacted by an
adult online – e.g. sexual chat, being asked to do
something that makes them feel uncomfortable or wanting
to meet offline – you should report it to
CEOP www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre
Child Exploitation & Online Protection Centre

Parent Port brings together all of the media
regulators and allows you to make complaints about
online content www.parentport.org.uk/

SHARE THESE RESOURCES WITH YOUR CHILDREN
http://

PARENTAL CONTROLS - SHOULD YOU USE THEM?
“YES….BUT”
Parental controls can be really useful, especially for parents of young or vulnerable
children. They can help stop your kids seeing upsetting or inappropriate content
before they’re ready. But you may want to consider a few things before you set them
up.

No tool is perfect

Under – and over – blocking
Long term wellbeing
Research out of the Oxford Internet Institute suggests that controlling your children’s
internet use too much could actually make them more vulnerable in the long term.
Children who are very restricted when they go online tend to be less confident and
able to deal with risk.

FILTERS AT HOME

Andrew K. Przybylski, Victoria Nash. Internet Filtering
Technology and Aversive Online Experiences in
Adolescents. The Journal of Pediatrics, 2017;
DOI: 10.1016/j.jpeds.2017.01.063

Oxford Internet Institute

WHAT DID THEY FIND?
Children are seeing images on smartphone apps, which means the use of filters inside
the home may be out of date.

Filters are good at simple tasks like screening out swearing.
However a filter cannot know if a young person has known someone before it lets
them start a chat on WhatsApp, or check what they’re sharing.
Filters may also ‘over-block’ searches for information about issues that are important
for teenagers, such as alcohol, drugs and sexual relationships.

BEST PARENTAL CONTROL APPS 2017
http://www.techadvisor.co.uk/feature/software/best-parental-control-software-3653840/

PARENTAL CONTROLS

PARENTAL CONTROLS – ALL DEVICES HAVE THEM

http://www.internetmatters.org/controls/devices-computers/

SO YOU GOT YOUR KID AN IPHONE!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzRKOd82n6o&list=PL1YCGfBa9BUZxhGBOJg
UuvDRFhYxKGAtE&index=2
Step-by-Step Guide to Setting Up Your Kid's iPhone

PARENTAL CONTROLS OFFERED BY YOUR HOME
INTERNET PROVIDER
We know that children, particularly younger children, can be bothered by things
they see online, and filters can be a helpful tool in reducing the chances of coming
across something upsetting.
Remember that filtering is only part of the solution

The 4 big internet providers in the UK – BT, Sky, TalkTalk and Virgin Media - provide
their customers with free parental controls which can be activated at any time.
They have come together to produce helpful video guides to help you to download
and set-up the controls offered by your provider.
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-and-resources/parents-and-carers/parentalcontrols

https://www.google.co.uk/safetycenter/families/manage/

What parents need to know
o Parental Controls are on your Account page, under Manage Profiles. Set them for the master
account and they apply to all devices you then associate with it.
o You can set up a separate account for up to five people and tailor the settings to the age of the
individuals by choosing one of four maturity levels, which determines what they will be able to
view: Little Kids, Older Kids, Teens and Adults.
o If you just want to view child-friendly content on any account, choose the Kids link at the top of the
screen. To find out about Netflix's ratings criteria, click here.
o In theory, a child can click on an adult's icon, but they will be asked for the account PIN before they
can switch users. Be aware that once you have entered a PIN you won’t be asked again on that
device until you sign out of your account. Remember to log out of the device or the desktop site on
a PC or laptop if a child could use it after you.
o As an additional safety feature, you receive an email if you update your PIN on any account.

HAVE A CONVERSATION
Not sure where to begin? These conversation starter suggestions
can help.
1. Ask your children to tell you about the sites they like to visit and what they enjoy
doing online.
2. Ask them about how they stay safe online. What tips do they have for you, and
where did they learn them? What is OK and not OK to share?
3. Ask them if they know where to go for help, where to find the safety advice, privacy
settings and how to report or block on the services they use.

4. Encourage them to help someone! Perhaps they can show you how to do something
better online or they might have a friend who would benefit from their help and
support.
5. Think about how you each use the internet. What more could you do to use the
internet together? Are there activities that you could enjoy as a family?

FRIENDS LIKE ME: THE SCREEN LIVES OF
CHILDREN AND TEENS

It aimed to address a ‘gap’ in communication between parents
and children over digital habits and experiences.

The childrens’ main concerns
They don’t like seeing porn early (without explanation this made the children more likely to feel
scared and vulnerable.) reactions range from confusion and anger to fear.
Some children and younger teenagers feel that they have ‘broken the rules’ and will be punished by
parents or teachers.
Some feel judged by parents, and will therefore not tell them if they have been exposed to
something disturbing online.
Most of the children as well as early teens want parents to explain sex to them at a much earlier
age.

The teenagers describe how the boundaries between porn and mainstream media content are very
fluid – you could love a mainstream book series like Harry Potter and then easily be exposed to
sexually explicit #fanart created around characters from that book series.
Teenagers want parents to ‘touch base’ with them more often, creating opportunities for safe, open
conversations.

How to talk so kids will listen
and listen so kids will talk.
By Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish

Explains how to cope with children's negative
feelings, how to express anger without being
hurtful, how to engage a child's willing
cooperation, how to set firm limits and maintain
goodwill, and, how to resolve family conflicts. It
also outlines alternatives to punishment.

The Parentalk guide to your child and sex.

By Steve Chalke

A father of four children, the author takes an
honest and humorous look at how to overcome the
embarrassment factor and offers practical
information and advice for parents on talking to
children about sex

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/keeping-children-safe/talking-about-difficult-topics/

LETS TALK PANTS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lL07JOGU5o

WHAT WE DO KNOW…
1. Building a child’s digital resilience will keep them safer
than blocking or filtering
2. Don’t limit the talk you have with your child to ‘the online
safety conversation’

3. Balance taking an interest in your child’s online activities
with giving them the space to be independent
4. Don’t be afraid to set boundaries
5. Concentrate on how children use digital media rather
than for how long

TOP TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL ONLINE PARENTING
"Good parenting is the single best way to keep your
children safer online.”
"Resilient children are more likely to set their own limits and
safeguards. To do things like block users that are troubling
them, or leave services that have content that upsets them."

WHERE CAN I GET HELP?
http://www.internetmatters.org/
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk/advice-and-resources/young-people/3-11s

http://vodafonedigitalparenting.co.uk/
http://www.childnet.com/resources/kia/
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/ CEOP (Child Exploitation and Online Protection Centre)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uBkqWRB4e0&utm_content=buffer99b1b&utm_medium=soci
al&utm_source=twitter.com&utm_campaign=buffer

DIGITAL PARENTING MAGAZINE

Please note, it is a very large file so make take some time to open.

Alan Mackenzie.

SIX APPS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

SNAPCHAT
The photo messaging app allows users to take and share photos and videos, adding text and
silly graphics to people listed in their smartphone’s contact list who also have the app.
When Snapchat launched, its success came from the ethereal nature of the ‘Snaps’ – they
lasted only a few seconds before disappearing and couldn’t be saved by the person receiving
them. This meant children could have fun, pulling silly faces and not worrying that the image
would be around forever.
As Snapchat has evolved, this has changed. The person posting can now choose how long the
images are available by creating Stories, which are available for up to 24 hours. Images can
also be screen shot outside the app and shared by the person receiving them.
Snapchat is unmoderated and therefore, you cannot filter the posts your child receives or
Stories they view, which means they can be exposed to adult content.

SNAP CHAT - SNAP MAP

CHOOSE WHO CAN SEE YOUR LOCATION
It is important to be careful about who you share your location with, as it can allow people to build up a
picture of where you live, go to school and spend your time. We would encourage users not to share their
location, especially with people they don’t know in person.
There are three settings for sharing your location on the map
Ghost Mode
means that you are the only person who can see your location on the map.
Within Ghost Mode you can still see the locations of your friends but they will be unable to see you. This
setting will ensure that you have complete control over who knows your location.
My Friends
means that all of your contacts on Snapchat can see your location. If turning on this setting then it would be
important for users to review their Snapchat contacts and also make sure that they never add someone they
don’t know in person onto Snapchat.
Select Friends
This setting allows users to look through their friend list and then decide which of their friends they want to be
able to view their location. This setting gives users the opportunity to control who can view their location.

ADVICE TO YOUNG PEOPLE
o Only share your location with people you know in person. Never share your location
with strangers.
o Don’t add contacts to Snapchat if you don’t know them in person.
o Regularly review your settings and take an active decision about whether you want
people to know your location. Remember you can switch this off at any time.
o Think about where you’re sharing your location. Location services such as Snap Maps
can lead people to your house. Think about what times you’re on the app and
whether these are locations you want to share – if not, then turn this off within your
settings.
o Photos and Videos posted to “Our Story” will still be discoverable on the map.

INSTAGRAM
Instagram allows its users to share images and videos with each other. It has recently
introduced live streaming.
Users can comment on posts, which can lead to both positive and negative
judgements.
Posts can be seen by anyone as default, but you can change your child’s privacy
settings so that only people they know can see them. However, their bio, profile and
profile image will remain public.
Instagram has been accused of contributing to the rise in body image issues among
young people. Celebrities post images that have been heavily edited, professionally
styled and often retouched, giving an idea of beauty that is both unreal and
unattainable for most people, while young people themselves can obsess over taking
the perfect selfie.

MUSICAL.LY
Musical.ly lets you make and share music videos and its popularity has surged among
children and young people, spawning its own young stars, rather in the manner of
how YouTube launched the likes of Zoella and Alfie Deyes.
Users pick a song from within the app and dance or sing along, enhancing their
videos with editing effects. They can then share their video or keep it private.

Because Musical.ly is an unmoderated live streaming app, parents should be aware
that users can be viewed and contacted by others, including people they don’t know.
There have been reports of requests for images of a sexual nature from strangers
commenting on children’s videos.
Users can report abuse by tapping on the three dots icon (…) within the app and
following the instructions. To block, go to the user’s profile, click the three dots icon in
the upper right hand corner of the screen.

MUSICALLY - LIVELY
During an eight-day investigation, Channel 4 News
viewed 45 hours of live streams which revealed
nearly half of the streams viewed contained
inappropriate content, directed to girls as young as
nine.

YOUTUBE
Children and young people love YouTube. Some just like watching the clips – anything
from Taylor Swift performances to cute cat videos to YouTubers like football gaming
star KSI – while others make their own and post them for others to watch and
comment on.
YouTube has simple parental controls to restrict access to adult content, strict
community rules about posts and an easy process to report illegal, harmful or
upsetting content. But there is still a chance your child will come across content you
wouldn’t want them to, including religious and extremist propaganda. That’s why it’s
important to encourage them to think critically about anything they see on the
platform. The content may not be true or have come from a verifiable source.
To post, you need to be 13 years old and open an account but you can watch content
at any age. For children under 13, there is an app, YouTube Kids, with content
specially curated for that age group.

SKYPE
Live streaming services like Skype allow users to broadcast in real time with no moderation.
Lots of families happily use Skype – it’s a really useful app that can help people stay in touch with
friends and relatives who live a long way away, or when parents are separated.
They can be used by people to communicate with children privately, which can be particularly
worrying if your child uses them to talk to strangers online.
One of the problems for parents is that your child might not think their online friend is a stranger at
all, so could be persuaded to do things they wouldn't normally, such as sharing sexual images, or
become interested in extremist political or religious views.
Skype doesn’t offer a facility to record conversations, but people could record them with a
separate device or programme, and then share images without your child knowing.
Warn them of the dangers of using live streaming sites, and advise them that, if they do, they
shouldn’t give away anything that will identify their full name, where they live, like to hang out, or
go to school when using these sites to talk to people they do not know in real life.

As with all sites and apps they use, teach them how to block and report, and make sure they have
a trusted adult to confide in should something go wrong.

WHATSAPP
Another app parents are increasingly aware of because they use it themselves,
WhatsApp allows groups of users to have a running conversation. It’s good fun and
can save a lot of time when organising activities – or even what the family is having
for tea.
Children and young people use it to share images, organise homework and generally
chat with their friends and they can communicate with anyone in their contacts list who
has the app. It’s aimed at 13+ (the age you could sign up came down from 16 after
it was bought by Facebook, bringing it in line with its parent company’s terms and
conditions.)
There have been reports of bullying and inappropriate contact from adults on the
app. It’s unmoderated so young users will need to know how to block upsetting or
illegal contact and report users within the app themselves.

ACTION FRAUD

FOUR WAYS TO KEEP YOUR CHILD SAFE ONLINE
o Talk

regularly about online safety and what they
are doing
o Explore their world online together
o Agree rules about what is OK and what is not
o Manage your family’s settings and controls
Tips from Share Aware (www.nspcc.org.uk)

CONVERSATION STARTERS
#1 Talk early and often

Talk with children from an
early age to make it easier
to maintain good
communication
Have bitesize conversations
that are relevant to them

#2 Choose the right time

#3 Open up and share too

Choose to talk when you are
due to spend some time
together, like over a meal or
during their bedtime routine
Bring digital experience into
normal, everyday
conversations

Model the behaviour you
want them to show by
sharing about your day
Be open and encouraging
to make them feel
supported

#4 Create a safe space
Ask open-ended questions
Ensure that your child feels listened to rather than cornered
When they start talking, hold off with questions and really listen
Be prepared, calm and patient with them

thank you
@derekcrabtree1

